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Curriculum Vitae
Name: Arjen de Jong
Date of birth: 1989-12-23
Place of birth: Voorburg (The Netherlands)
Nationality: Dutch
Contact information:
Leuvenplein 257
3584 LM Utrecht
The Netherlands
Cellphone: 031-06-42358025
Email: arjen@player-2.nl
Website: www.player-2.nl
Education:
 Bachelor of Arts & Technology, Design for Virtual Theatre and Games, HKU University of the Arts,
2008 – 2013
 Pre-university education (VWO), Rietveld Lyceum Doetinchem, 2002 - 2008
Other certificates:
 Driving License (B)
 Elemental Accounting (BKB)
Language skills:
 Fluent in Dutch (Native), speaking and writing.
 Near native in English, speaking and writing.
 Very basic knowledge of German and French.
Relevant work experience:
 Dutch Larp Platform – Organizer, moderator, June 2013 till present.
 Expiatio Youth Larp – Game design and writing, live game management, on-site sound, light and
effects management, 2008 till present.
 Bashers.nl – Freelance reporter on games and art and pervasive games, October 2011 till October
2012.
 Hubbub Design Studio, www.whatsthehubbub.nl – Intern Game designer and writer, February
2010 till June 2010
 For other relevant work and project portfolio, please visit: www.player-2.nl
Other work experience:





HKU Theatre Faculty – promotional activities September 2010 till June 2011.
Albert Heijn Franchise (Doetinchem) – Store clerk, floor manager, January 2005 till August 2008.
Plus Supermarket – Store clerk and cleaner, January 2004 till December 2004.
Newsboy for local paper – February 2002 till May 2004.
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Gallup Strenghts Profile:






Futuristic
Ideation
Strategic
Activator
Maximizer

Work skills and experience:












Design, dramaturgy and concept design for interactive theatre and live games.
Design, dramaturgy and concept design for other interactive works (including but certainly not
limited to games and serious games).
Writing for interactive productions.
Script design for interactive productions.
Briefing and back-end writing for interactive productions that work with live actors and/or
gamemasters.
Consultancy regarding concept, design and production of live games and interactive theatre.
Consultancy regarding writing for interactive works in general.
Performing research and writing research documents for interactive works.
The writing of articles regarding games and interactivity in a broader context (artistic
productions, interactive theatre, games used in education or work environments etc.).
Text editing for interactive works and associated publications.
Public speaking on many of these and other subjects regarding games and interactivity.

About my work
In 1950 Johan Huizinga wrote about the playful human being; the ‘homo ludens’. People and cultures
have changed a lot since then but what is at the core of every person has not: We are still biologically
hard-wired to play. From the moment we are born we learn and experiment through play. To me, it only
makes sense to do this for the rest of our lives. I make games that do just that, for any aspect desired.
As a designer I view games in the broadest sense possible. Where others see problems, I see possibilities
for improvement or to do new things. The games I make are specifically aimed at the context they are to
be used in. They connect people and get them to play. Through that playing I teach them skills, bring
them new experiences or simply have them engage with other players on a deeper level. I involve them
with the material and through this give them something they won’t only remember but also apply in a
natural fashion. I specifically design behaviour through games and gamification. People are biologically
programmed to think in rules and rule-sets and therefore excel at experimenting, learning and evolving
through play and games.
“Tell me, and I will forget. Show me and I may remember. Involve me, and I will understand.” –
Confucius
Platforms, mediums and genres are tools, not objectives. I design with the final experience of the player
in mind, using whatever tools prove to be best for bringing that experience. Coming from a background
of interactive theatre I employ dramaturgy in everything I design. This brings about a practice of
designing where the final experience as it is perceived by the player(s) is the focus, which is therefore
very suited for designing serious games, artistic games and any other interactive product that has a
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higher motive than just being a fun game. I adept upon what is already present in the social and spatial
structures of groups and society and create an experience building from the top down, using and abusing
social rules and dynamics to create games that are focused on human interaction, with the game, with
other players and with the world around them. Whether designing for a digital game or something
completely analogue, the experience of the player is key and all options in style and media to get there
are open. Doing so allows me to design meaningful games for a wild variety of purposes.
As such you will find I have worked on various types of projects, bound together by the fact that they are
user experience focused and interactive. My expertise is broad and specialized at the same time, for once
you’ve learned to design the behaviour of people and build rule-sets that get them to play, you can apply
this to any platform.
Writing
Besides working as a designer I also work as a writer, both on projects I design for, as on projects I only
do the writing in. In games, writing and gameplay are often closely tied together, and the writing isn’t just
the text the players read or hear. I’ve worked as a copywriter, scriptwriter, scenario or world designer,
and also behind the scenes as a writer on manuals for the managing of games, design docs and other
deliverables for pervasive game projects. You will find there is great value in having a writer that
understands the dynamics and design decisions of game design and knows how a game is managed or
puppet-mastered, but also has the skills to put that to clear and good text, both front-end and back-end.

